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1. INTRODUCTION 
There exist a number of components in the current market that 
can be used to control robotic assemblies. The most common 
components are electrical motors, whether DC, AC or Stepper 
and Pneumatic and/or Hydraulic actuators. Each component has 
its own strengths and weaknesses. Electrical motors are energy 
efficient and accurate. Stepper Motors in particular excel in the 
area of accuracy due to their unique construction. However they 
require a more complex control system to operate correctly. DC 
Motors are extremely simple to run and with the addition of an 

encoder, they can be controlled to degree of accuracy that rivals 
stepper motors. DC Motors also exhibit a unique operational 
property. When an external load is applied to a DC Motor shaft, 
the motor will automatically draw more electrical current. 

Pneumatic and hydraulic actuators offer an increase in strength 
that can far surpass electrical motors. Pneumatic actuators also 
exhibit properties that are unique compared to hydraulic 
actuators. Since the fluid used in pneumatic actuators is air, the 

system exhibits a natural compliance, due to the compressibility 
of air. This compliance also results in a slightly slower response 
rate than hydraulics. While this may not be ideal for some 
manufacturing machinery, it is an ideal property for robots that 
are required to operate in the presence of human beings. 
However, with all of their advantages, Pneumatics are difficult 
to control with the same level of accuracy as electrical motors. 
Also since pneumatics require an additional step of energy 

conversion, namely electrical power to pressure, they are not 
ideal for continuous operation, since this will result in more 
energy lost. 

If a control system were designed in such a way as to maximize 
each component’s individual strengths the result would be a 
more robust robot. This research attempts to develop a control 
system that utilizes two types of control components, DC 
electrical motors and pneumatic actuators.   

2. CONTROL SYSTEM 
The theoretical operation of a Force Equalizer Control System is 
inherently simple. The pneumatic actuators are designed and 
programmed to constantly adjust their pressure in active 
response to the external forces on the system. This feedback is 

provided to the control system from the motor driver IC’s. As 
the DC motors attempt to move in the desired direction, the 

electrical current drawn by the motors will increase. In response 
to this stimulus, the control system will adjust the pressure 
coming from the solenoid driven valves into the pneumatic 
actuators. The direction of the desired motion will dictate 
whether the pneumatic actuators will be required to contract or 

extend.  

Once the external forces have been equalized, resulting in a 
minimal amount of electrical current drawn by the motors, the 
control system will attempt to move at the desired speed. The 
position and speed of the DC motors will be controlled by a 
feedback signal supplied by attached optical encoders. 

Once the system has moved to the desired position, the motors 
will resume their static holding operation. The Pneumatic valves 

will shut, allowing for the stored air in the actuators to hold in 
their current position. Finally the PWM values that were used to 
hold the robot steady in the desired position will be stored for 
later use when subsequent movement commands are issued to 
the robot. 

2.1 Flow Chart 
The following flow chart demonstrates the Force Equalizer 
Control System that is presented in this paper. 

 

Figure 1. Control System Flow Chart 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

 

The experimental setup for demonstrating this control system is 
a simple 1R Robot. The two linkages are held in equilibrium by 
a linear slide, Therefore a single electrical motor can be used to 
translate the end effecter vertically. As this is merely a proof of 
concept for the control system it was determined that this simple 
setup would be sufficient. As with the overall design, 
component selection was determined to maximize the 
demonstrated effect of the operation of the control system. 

3.1 DC Motor Selection 
The DC Motors were selected with a few critical criteria 

in mind. Since theoretically a force equalization control 

system would render external forces seen by the DC 

motors as non-existent the DC motors were selected to 
only be strong enough to hold the robot arm, unloaded, in 

a static position. The DC Motor selected to drive the 

assembly is a miniature DC motor with a 48 count 

quadrature encoder on the shaft. The gearbox is a 75:1 

gear ratio which ultimately provides 3600 encoder counts 

per revolution and 85 oz-in of torque. The motor is 

designed to run at a maximum of 2.2A. This was chosen 

over a 6A model motor so as to increase the current 

sensitivity, providing better feedback for the control 

system. 

3.2 Air Muscle Construction 
The pneumatic actuators that were used are custom built air 
muscles. A thin wall latex tube is inserted into a polyester mesh 
sleeve. By inflating the latex tube, the polyester mesh inner 
diameter must expand causing the overall sleeve length to 

contract. The main benefit of utilizing air muscles for the 
pneumatic control is its high strength to weight ratio. In addition 
to this air muscles are inexpensive to construct and are flexible 
in regards to their mounting and installation tolerances. 

4. RESULTS 
The air muscles exhibited a maximum contraction of 
approximately 0.6 inches. When installed on the machine 

in an appropriate orientation this was more than adequate 

to produce a angular displacement of the first arm of 12 

degrees. When the DC Motors were activated they were 

clearly unable to lift the weight of the robot arm, however 

with the help of air muscles the desired motion was 

achieved. The accuracy of the motion was only slightly 

variable.  

5. DISCUSSION 
A number of limitations were realized when performing 

this experiment. Unfortunately the current sensing 

capability of the dc motor driver IC’s were not sensitive 

enough to the current fluctuations experienced by the 

control motors. Due to this hardware limitation a 

secondary control system was required. Instead of 

operating the pneumatic air muscles based on the 

feedback from the current sensing IC’s, the air muscles 
were driven directly off of the encoder. The control 

system constantly monitored the state of the encoder, and 

if the encoder counts were not incrementing in the 

appropriate direction pressure in the air muscles would 

increase and decrease as needed. This sort of control 

system is not as preferable as the proposed current 

feedback system since it requires the arm to already move 

in order to receive any correction force. However at the 

limited speeds for this experimental setup it was 

sufficient.  

6. CONCLUSION 
Over all, the experiment, as a proof of concept, was 

successful. The combination of dc motor control and 

pneumatic actuators into a coherent control system is a 

feasible concept. However there are many improvements 

to be made to the current experimental setup. The 

feedback to the pneumatic system, ultimately, should be 

implemented within a PID control system. This control 
system should almost completely autonomous of the 

movement control system generated by the 

microprocessor. This will allow for the smoothest and 

most rapid response of the system to varying external 

forces on the device. Finally, once the control system has 

been fully developed for a one degree of freedom system, 

it would be beneficial to expand to more complex robotic 

configurations. 
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9. APPENDIX 
 

9.1 C++ Source Code 
 

[3] #include "QEI.h" 

[4]  

[5] //Function Declarations 

[6] void MoveCW(void); 

[7] void HoldPosition(void); 

[8] void MoveCCW(void); 

[9]  

[10] // Variables 

[11] float Angle_current; 

[12] float Angle_new; 

[13] int Enc_val_new; 

[14] int error; 

[15] int EncT1; 

[16] int EncT2; 

[17]  

[18] // Pin Assignments 

[19] Serial pc(USBTX, USBRX); 

[20] AnalogIn Motor_1_Current(p19);  

[21] PwmOut Motor_1(p26); 

[22] DigitalOut Dir_1(p5); 

[23] DigitalOut Dir_2(p6); 

[24] DigitalOut myLED(p20); 

[25] PwmOut PressureIn(p21); 

[26] PwmOut PressureOut(p22); 

[27]  

[28] QEI Motor_1_enc (p29, p30, NC, 3592,QEI::X4_ENCODING); 

[29]  

[30] int main() { 

[31]  

[32] myLED = 1; 

[33] wait(1); 

[34] myLED = 0; 

[35] wait(1); 

[36]  

[37] Motor_1.period (0.005); // 100Hz 

[38] Motor_1 = 0.5; 

[39] Dir_1 = 0; 

[40] Dir_2 = 0; 

[41]  

[42] // Reset the encoder 

[43] Motor_1_enc.reset(); 

[44] // Set Home Position 

[45] Angle_current = 0; // Degrees 

[46]  

[47] //==========MACHINE STATE 1: HOLDING 
POSITION========== 

[48]     //HoldPosition(); 

[49] //==========MACHINE STATE 2: MOVING UP========== 

[50]     // Assign New Angle Value 

[51]     Angle_new = 10.0; // Degrees 

[52]     MoveCW(); 

[53]     HoldPosition(); 

[54]      

[55] //==========MACHINE STATE 3: MOVING 
DOWN========== 

[56]     // Assign New Angle Value 

[57]  //   Angle_new = 0.1; // Degrees 

[58]  //   MoveCCW(); 

[59]   //  HoldPosition(); 

[60]      

[61] }// End Main 

[62]  

[63]  

[64] void MoveCW(void){ 

[65]     // Calculate Encoder Value for New Angle 

[66]     Enc_val_new = 3600/360*Angle_new; 

[67]      

[68]     pc.printf("Current Angle Value: %f\n", Angle_current); 

[69]     pc.printf("New Angle Value: %f\n", Angle_new); 

[70]     pc.printf("Current Encoder Value: %i\n", 
Motor_1_enc.getPulses()); 

[71]     pc.printf("New Encoder Value: %i\n", Enc_val_new); 

[72]      

[73]         while (Motor_1_enc.getPulses() < Enc_val_new){ 

[74]         pc.printf("Current Encoder Value: %i\n", 
Motor_1_enc.getPulses());     

[75]         // Move Motor 

[76]         Dir_1 = 1; 

[77]         Dir_2 = 0; 

[78]          

[79]         EncT1 = Motor_1_enc.getPulses(); 

[80]         wait(0.1); 

[81]         EncT2 = Motor_1_enc.getPulses(); 

[82]          

[83]             while (EncT2 <= EncT1 ){ 

[84]                 //PNEUMATICS 

[85]                 pc.printf("INCREASE PRESSURE \n"); 

[86]                 PressureIn = 1; 

[87]                 EncT1 = Motor_1_enc.getPulses(); 
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[88]                 wait(0.1); 

[89]                 EncT2 = Motor_1_enc.getPulses(); 

[90]             } 

[91]         } 

[92] }//End MoveCW 

[93]  

[94] void HoldPosition(void){ 

[95]     // PNUEMATICS CLOSE VALVES 

[96]     pc.printf("Close Valves \n"); 

[97]     PressureIn = 0; 

[98]     // Kill Power to Motors 

[99]     Dir_1 = 1; 

[100]     Dir_2 = 1;   

[101]      

[102]     // Display Movement Error     

[103]     error = Enc_val_new - Motor_1_enc.getPulses(); 

[104]     pc.printf("Error Value: %i\n", error); 

[105] }//End HoldPosition 

[106]  

[107]  

[108] void MoveCCW(void){ 

[109]     // Calculate Encoder Value for New Angle 

[110]     Enc_val_new = 3600/360*Angle_new; 

[111]      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[112]     pc.printf("Current Angle Value: %f\n", Angle_current); 

[113]     pc.printf("New Angle Value: %f\n", Angle_new); 

[114]     pc.printf("Current Encoder Value: %i\n", 
Motor_1_enc.getPulses()); 

[115]     pc.printf("New Encoder Value: %i\n", Enc_val_new); 

[116]      

[117]         while (Motor_1_enc.getPulses() > Enc_val_new){ 

[118]         pc.printf("Current Encoder Value: %i\n", 
Motor_1_enc.getPulses());     

[119]         // Move Motor 

[120]         Dir_1 = 0; 

[121]         Dir_2 = 1; 

[122]          

[123]         EncT1 = Motor_1_enc.getPulses(); 

[124]         wait(0.1); 

[125]         EncT2 = Motor_1_enc.getPulses(); 

[126]          

[127]             while (EncT2 >= EncT1 ){ 

[128]                 //PNEUMATICS 

[129]                 pc.printf("DECREASE PRESSURE \n"); 

[130]                 EncT1 = Motor_1_enc.getPulses(); 

[131]                 wait(0.1); 

[132]                 EncT2 = Motor_1_enc.getPulses(); 

[133]             } 

[134]         } 

}//End MoveCCW 


